
That’s a Miserable Sound
 Sunday, July 16th – Dead asleep my alarm sounds off at 5:30am.
I turn to Julie and say “that’s a miserable sound”. Being the
most amazing wife she is, she gets out of bed with me to make
some coffee and get the boat ready to pull anchor.

5:50am the anchor comes up and Julie slowly makes her way out
of the sleeping harbor. We turn north again cruising at 8
knots while the kids sleep below. We have a long day of
travel.  Our  destination  today  is  Reid  Harbor  on  Stewart
Island. Its one of the most northern San Juan islands and sits
just south of the Canada border.

Just past the Clinton Ferry on Whidbey Island I see a huge
whale tail come out of the water. Unfortunately it vanished
never to resurface in our presence.

After  a  10-hour  run  we  finally  arrived  in  Reid  Harbor
traveling 91.5nm. We anchored close to shore in a beautiful
spot. We needed to get off the boat and get some exercise so
we dropped the dinghy and went to shore for a hike. The kids
ran like wild animals, so hard in fact that Ava said she was
having a panic attack because her heart was beating so fast
and she couldn’t breath. After a lot of good exercise we had
dinner then set a crab pot for an overnight soak. We took the
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dinghy out to the south side of Stewart Island for a little
fishing and watched an amazing sunset from the water with not
another boat in sight.

Pulling anchor in the early
morning
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Ava in hang loose mode Skylars first fish of the
trip
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Kids are a little stir
crazy!
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View from our hike
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